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“A teacher’s words are the sparks that light up wicks of imagination in their students’ minds”  

Tennis PLP in action! 

 

Tuesday 30th January  First Day of Cycle 1 (Levels 1-6) 

Thursday 1st February First Day of Cycle 1 (Foundations) 

Wednesday 28th February 

—Friday 2nd March   

FAMP  
(Family Camp, Cape Paterson) 

Friday 2nd March   Last Day of Cycle 1  

Birthdays 
January 

 

Angelique, Jacqueline, 
Aurora & Xavier  

Significant Dates for Cycle 1, 2018 

Slippin’ and slidin’ fun for Anthony and the kids as we say our final goodbyes… 

What a ride it has been!  

https://wishesmessages.com/inspirational-messages-for-students-motivation-for-students/


Hadassah & Sari 

 
What a Ride... by Anthony 

Dear PIVS,  
 

It’s with a heavy heart that I say a final goodbye to students and families. 
The last two years have been full of adventures and moments that I will take 
with me on my journey forward in education.  
 
The philosophy of what we do at PIVS is embodied in the beautiful  
surroundings of our school. When I look out into the yard each day and see 
what a wonderful setting we have for our students, I know that what they 
are gaining from being here is so much more than just an alternative model 
to their schooling.  
 

The staff are so dedicated to what we do, and the relationships we build with  
students flourish well beyond the walls of our buildings. It’s been said that it takes a village to raise a 
child, and in striking similarity, I can tell you that it 
takes a community to build a school. The support I 
have received over the course of my tenure has been 
nothing short of exceptional, and each and every one 
of the students, parents and family members that 
have been enrolled here have played a part in where 
we are today. I have the greatest confidence in the 
school’s ability to move forward and continue to  
provide a holistic, caring and supportive environment 
for everyone who walks through its doors.  
 

On a final note I want to thank the panel that hired me in the first place. I came to PIVS hoping to give 
all that I had in terms of experience and capacity to deliver what you were looking for. In moving  
forward I can only hope that the next mentor and those that remain always stay true to the values of 
the school. So when that koala presents itself outside the windows of PIVS, be sure to go and see it in 
all its beauty and celebrate its presence with the kids that surround you.  
 
Thanks for the memories. 
 
Anthony 

 

Beach  Day  by Jess  
It was a splendid day at the beach on 
our last day of school for 2017.  
Students, families and mentors had lots 
of fun celebrating the end of another 
great PIVS school year! What a great 
tradition! The stand-up paddle boards 
were a hit once again, with plenty of 
kids testing out their balance on the big 
boards. And of course, there was a solid 
student and mentor presence for most 
of the day at the Erehwon Point  
playground. The wizzy dizzy got a  
serious workout! 
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Anthony saying good bye at the Community Dinner 

Beach play at its best 

Playground fun 

Out on the boards 

Beach play briefing 



 

With the warmer weather kicking in during the last week of school it was time for some slip ‘n’ slide fun. The 
tarps were pegged out, the soap suds were added, the hose set to mist and, well, the photos speak for them-
selves; lots of laughter and good times were spent slipping and sliding our way to the bottom of the run.  

 
We combined our Out ‘n’ Abouts with our love of cubbies this  
cycle and organised for some additional construction materials to 
be collected from various pick-up points on the island. The  
Slorach business Print it Fast was again on hand to donate some 
wooden pallets, which we never miss an opportunity to grab. 
Locked and loaded, we returned ten of these to school for use as 
floors, walls and even roofing! Thanks Denni and Ash!  

The Phillip Island Lions Club was next, and, wowee, we were not 
disappointed by any means! Sam was so happy to see us  
interested in his goods that we couldn’t fill the ute quickly enough. 
Cabinets, chairs, dressers and all sorts of paraphernalia were  
loaded up to add to our cubby creations back at school. Thanks 
Sam! 

The following day, thanks to Lien, we went to a building site and 
secured sinks, basins, cupboard doors and more cabinets; which 
was another great haul. With so many materials obtained, we held 
a whole school auction and cubby members selected their goods 
one piece at a time. What a way to finish off the year! The cubbies 
are now secured and ready for more fun in 2018! 

           Cubby House Building Fun! by Anthony 

Slippin’ and a Slidin’  by Anthony 

While the Foundation to Level 5 
students all had fun working on 
their own cubby builds this cycle, 
we also had a generous donation 
of a purpose-built cubby house by 
the Johnstons (Fran, Michael,  
Isabelle, Nathanael & Cordelia) to 
add to our permanent outside play 
equipment.  
It didn’t take long before the  
students added their own personal 
touches, with a kitchen sink and 
furnishings on the inside, and  
custom-made bunting a feature 
on the outside. A big thank you to 
Michael (and Fran) for taking the 
time over the last cycle break to 
have it all ready as a surprise for 
the students on their return.  

Thank You for Our 
New Cubby 
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Abbey  Chloe Eleanor 

Shayla giving Jess a hand The supplies Anthony, Nick & the kids 

Loading up the ute 

Thank you to the  

Lions Club Eleanor & Jack 
The perfect setting for our new  

cubby house 



Jasper 

Aerin 

Lois, Riven, Indah, Amelia  
& Jasmine  

Jasmine riding the energy bike. 

 

 
With two cycles of poetry under our belts, we needed an  
audience to share it with. The students from Levels 2 to 5 were 
very happy to venture out and meet again with the  
elderly members of the Bass Coast Shire Council Planned  
Activity Group (PAG), to share our camp poetry with them over 
a morning tea. The PAG members were so organized that they 
even shared some classic poetry with us and had a delicious 
morning tea ready to share with us on our arrival.  

Students all chose to read their couplet poetry from the stage, 
which delighted our audience. We all know how  
challenging public speaking can be and it was fabulous to see 
the students so proud of their work in front of an eager  
audience. They then sat around and chatted about their camp 
experiences, as stories were shared by all parties.  

A big thanks to Libby Diprose, PAG Coordinator, for helping us 
to foster a great relationship between the group and our  
students. Early on next year we will see our elderly friends  
visit us with their own poetry and we are looking forward to 
that! 

Young Poets in the Making by Anthony  
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Busk Tucker Education with 

Camille. 

Jonah, Callum, Ruby, Georgia, Xavier, Carmel, Nate, Isabelle & Aerin  

(Chloe & Riven also performed but are not pictured) 

PIVS First Annual Piano Recital by Jenny 

Xavier 

Aerin presenting beautifully 

Oliver & Jack Amelia & Jasmine  taking the stage. The PIVS poetry crew & wonderful audience. 

Oliver & Jack working as a team 

Ruby 

Many budding musicians strutted their skills when the piano recital  
concert was held on the final Monday of Cycle 8. Both Younger and  
Older Years students showed confidence and flair when performing their  
selected pieces. It was fabulous to see the joy and commitment shown by  
individual students and it is a credit to Carmel Slater for bringing  
together the performances that we all enjoyed. 



 

 Willow &  her new friend  

  Flipp’n Out Fun   by Jenny  

Flipp’n Out was the  
destination for the 
Younger Years’ final Out 
‘n’ About. Thirteen very 
excited students poured 
out of the bus and car, 
and embarked on a high 
energy hour of fun and 
laughter. Ladders were 
scaled and slides were 
manoeuvred. Tunnels 
were explored and high 
ropes courses con-
quered. Cooking skills 
were honed in the  
imaginative play area and the air hockey hotly contested. Huge smiles indicated that this was a great 
       success. We returned to school very satisfied adventurers. 

 
It’s a STRIKE!  by Jenny 

The Older Years students  
celebrated the last week of 
cycle by making their way to 
the bowling alley in Cowes 
and competed eagerly in the 
lanes that awaited them. 
Laughter and cheers pealed 
from the participants and  
encouragement was thrown 

from the gallery. It was a great way to celebrate the 
end of the school year. 5 

Hadassah and the students with their monster roars 

Aurora, Jasmine, Amelia, Isabelle, Abbey, Aerin, Georgia, Tate, Xavier, 

Oliver, Shayla, Jack & Seb 

Isabelle, Amelia, Jasmine  

& Aurora 

Shayla, Oliver, Seb, Jack  

& Anthony 

Georgia, Xavier, Tate, 

Abbey & Aerin 



 

Riven & Nate 

 

Our last working bee for the year was a fun little 
one. Thank you to all of those families who took 
time out to help at this busy time of year. We 
installed a hose line down to the kitchen garden 
and moved the worm farms into the new  
composting zone. There was also a crew that 
dedicated their time to taming the ever-climbing 
ivy. Working bees are fun! Thanks to everyone 
who has attended one throughout the year. 

 Willow &  her new friend  

Animation by Lien 
In Cycle 7, animator Annie Duncan shared her  

expertise with the Foundation to Level 5 students, 

immersing them in the exciting world of  

animation for two days a week over four weeks. 

Annie has a background in English, drama and 

media teaching, with particular experience in  

16 mm film animation. The styles of animation  

explored by the students ranged from claymation 

(plasticine), to hand drawn, to digital 2D flash  

animation, and even the animation of sandcastles 

and pizza faces (we ate these for lunch)! Students 

learned to operate camera and computer  

equipment, and all age groups were involved.  

Annie said she was very impressed at the  

students’ creativity, level of skill and how well 

they managed and cared for the equipment. She 

has recently completed post-production on the 

animations, and some of the students and staff 

had a sneak preview on the last day of Cycle 8. 

The completed animations can be viewed at 

https://youtu.be/FIoFNcsBT8A (We will also send 

this out in an email, as a link, which will make it 

easier to access). 

Working Bee  by Jess 
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BLAST OFF!  by Nick 
During our planning for the 
final cycle of the year, we  
decided to focus on a topic 
which we hadn’t dabbled 
with since the first  
semester, and which the 
students had missed. So, to 
cap the year off, we did 
some science experiments! 

The first of our scientific inquiries used pasta,  
hydrogen peroxide, and bicarbonate soda. With 
these materials we aimed to make our own mini 
jet engines! The pasta acted as a fuel, the bicarb 
as a catalyst, and the peroxide as a source of  
oxygen. Through the creation of an intricate 
structure, and some prototyping, we were  
successful; creating a flame to rival that of the 
NASA rockets! 

The second of our experiments was bottle  
rockets. However these weren’t your average 
bottle rockets! Using our knowledge of the  
reaction between bicarbonate soda and vinegar, 
we set out to create a more explosive rocket. 
Though we faced some trials and tribulations 
along the way (the science Mentor being covered 
in vinegar being one of them), we had a number 
of fantastic launches! 

I am looking forward to the scientific experi-
ments to come next year and to the enthusiasm  
  the students bring to this subject. 

Annie and Oliver helping with Willow’s animation 

Tate doing meticulous 

tracing Riven and Annie animating 

https://youtu.be/FIoFNcsBT8A


Hadassah & Sari 

 
Community Dinner by Lien 
 

It was another wonderful get-together of students, staff  

and families at our end of year community dinner this cycle. We 

have started a great PIVS tradition of bringing food to share, 

and having a relaxed catch-up with immediate and sometimes 

also extended family members. This time, the vibe was particu-

larly chilled, and to start, we enjoyed listening to the Younger 

and Older Years students read poetry they had written during 

the past 2 cycles. All students did a wonderful job of reading to 

the audience. We then shared a delicious assortment of dinner  

dishes, followed by Fiona’s farewells to Anthony and Hadassah 

on behalf of the school community, and some heartfelt replies 

from both mentors, who shared their future plans with us. We 

finished our feast with some spectacular desserts, and our  

traditional extended kitchen chats over the washing up. 
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Board Update by Fiona 

Coming to the end of our second year, the PIVS Board of Lien, Pete and I would like to thank the school  
community for their ongoing support, and the mentors, assistant mentors and support staff for their work that 
consistently goes above and beyond. We would also like to thank Craig Jamieson for his time on the Board this 
year and look forward to his family remaining part of the playgroup and school  community into the future.  

Our small team met formally on six occasions during the year with our key areas of oversight being school  
finances, the master plan for the future building development of our site, the adoption of a wage banding policy 
for mentors, the establishment of a high school, and most recently mentor recruitment.  

The departure of Anthony and Hadassah leaves big shoes to fill and the Board has spent the last three months, 
assessing applications, conducting interviews and refining our thoughts about the skills and attributes we’re  
looking for in our new mentors. Everyone had a chance to meet Emma Rushford, our new Younger Years mentor 
in the last few weeks of the cycle and we hope to be able to introduce you to our new Older Years mentor shortly. 

As always, it is the people who are the key to the success of our school, and the lovely atmosphere at each of our 
community gatherings this year, be they dinners or working bees, is a reflection of a community that is  –  
welcoming, generous and kind. We are sad to say goodbye to a few of our families this year, but look forward to 
getting to know some new ones as our student enrolments continue to grow.  

     Enjoy your summer break and we’ll look forward to launching our third year in 2018.  

Older Years poetry reading 

Anthony, Shayla, Oliver, Jack, Tate, Aurora, 

Jasmine, Amelia & Isabelle 

Younger Years poetry reading 

Callum, Eli, Nathanael, Riven, Eleanor, Chloe, 

Lois, Zahlia & Hadassah 

Our wonderful PIVS community! 
Jenny, Zeffie, Tate, Camille   

& Jacquie 


